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Abstract:
As a consumer technology, Wifi is about as pervasive as one gets. Just about everyone connects to
a Wifi network at home, at work, at school, or on the go. One can connect to a Wifi hotspot with a laptop,
a tablet, a smart phone, a surveillance camera, or a plethora of alternate devices that benefit from
interconnectivity. The fact that individuals are comfortable connecting to these various hotspots with their
personal devices and sharing personal data shows there is an implicit expectation of security and
privacy. Unfortunately, these two things are rarely guaranteed on a wireless network.
Average consumers would be surprised to know how insecure their wireless communications really
are. Even technically savvy individuals - who know that Wifi security is severely flawed - often have never
personally witnessed the ease with which these systems can be compromised. This hands-on workshop
will demonstrate many of the weaknesses that exist and show how easily they can be implemented by a
layman with freely available tools. Participants will perform the following on an isolated and insulated
network expressly set up for demonstrating these attacks:
 Passive eavesdropping on clients within an open access point
 Reconfigure a poorly secured access point
 Setup and implement a rogue access point
 Crack the key for a WEP encrypted network and gain access to its resources
 Capture the encrypted key during a WPA2 key exchange
 Exploit the WPA2 Wifi Protected Setup flaw
 Bypass individual user privacy on a WPA2 network by performing a Man in the Middle attack
Though strong security technologies exist which solve the majority of these problems,
implementations have been historically weak. This workshop will conclude with a discussion of
improvements that could be made in modern implementations as well as suggestions for eliminating the
weakest security link, the human. Unsophisticated users will generally choose poor encryption or no
encryption and they will almost always use weak passwords. Security would be vastly improved with
properly implemented device based authentication methods to connect clients to access points without
burdening the user to create, memorize, and protect a long and random password.
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